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In this newsletter, you can find all the latest news and updates on the GLOBALG.A.P. IT systems.  

Audit Online Hub 

The following versions were transferred from BETA environment (beta-audit.globalgap.org) to 
LIVE (audit.globalgap.org) and DEMO (demo-audit.globalgap.org) environments on 20 March 
2024. 

Important note to API users 

Please check LIVE Audit Online Hub (AOH) to see whether this update has affected your API. If you 
notice any issues, contact our Customer Support team immediately. 

LIVE AOH v4.2.0 

Configuration changes: 

 Made the reviewer's comment box editable during audit generation if the user entered in 
the “Audit personnel” section matches the user who is creating the report (Smart audits 
(v6)) 

LIVE AOH v4.3.0 

Configuration changes: 

 Narrowed the selection of auditors in the “Audit duration per day” section to those 
auditors (farm auditor/QMS auditor) who have been entered in the “Audit personnel” 
section (Smart audits (v6)) 

 Aligned “Validity dates” in combined audit reports (Smart audits (v6)) 
 From now on, the “Validity dates” in the “Certification body decision” section will be 

synced for base standards and add-ons when they are audited together. Note that in 
these cases, the “Validity dates” of any selected add-on will be disabled. The system 
will automatically populate these dates based on the input captured in the base 
standard. 

 Added a new column to the audit list view to show the performance level (if applicable) of 
an audited standard or add-on 

 Renamed the “Result” column in the audit list view to “NCs result” 

Bug fixes: 

 Resolved issue related to running the Audit/Get method  

LIVE AOH v4.4.2 

Configuration changes: 

 Enabled validation for prefilling “Due dates” in bulk (Smart audits (v6)) 
 The due date is automatically set to 28 days for all principles and criteria if no date is 

provided. Auditors still have the option to edit the date as necessary. 

Bug fixes: 

 Resolved issues with the v6 “Copy audit” functionality where a closed report was selected 
as the origin 

 Resolved issues with the data processing responsiveness of the following API calls  
 /Audit/SaveControlPointValue 
 Audit/SaveControlPointValue_Value 
 Audit/SaveControlPointValue_Justification 

 



Note that as a result of this fix, API users can now submit bulk uploads with all control 
points and compliance criteria or principles and criteria in one step. This correction 
was implemented for both Legacy and Smart audits. 

Thank you to all our users who send us valuable feedback on their experience with AOH. 

More information about AOH can be found here: 

 AOH webpage  
 LIVE AOH API documentation  
 Wiki article 

 
If you have questions about the GLOBALG.A.P. IT systems, please contact our Customer Support
team.  
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